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                    Software, services, and expertise for the business of shipbuilding.

              

                            
                




	Challenges
	
		
			Shipbuilding Challenges
				The unique nature of shipbuilding demands industry-specific expertise and solutions.



		



	
			Achieve a Quick ROI
				Sliced implementations and our expertise means a benefit from day one, without a lengthy setup.



		
	Integrate, Collaborate, Re-use
				SSI’s Open Shipbuilding Platform gives you a future-proof source of truth for your shipbuilding projects.



		
	Change Management
				Get visibility into changes, understand the impacts, and have the right information at the right time to execute the change.



		
	Adapt and Innovate
				Create a local or virtualized shipbuilding environment for your global distributed workforce.



		
	Changing from Another Solution
				SSI makes it easy to switch from other platforms and keep your existing data.



		









	Solutions
	
		
			Shipbuilding Solutions
				Throughout each stage of a shipbuilding project, it’s crucial that an organization has the information they need, visibility into every process, and control over all the information that emerges from a shipyard.



		



	
			Design
				The most significant opportunities to impact the cost of building and operating a ship are found in the design and engineering phase.

Initial Design  |  Basic Design  |  Detailed Design



		
	Build
				Even a smaller shipbuilding project is immense in scope and scale. Manage the challenges that are unique to ship construction.

Prepare  |  Fabricate  |  Assemble



		
	Maintain
				With the majority of a ship’s life taking place after it’s been built, it’s crucial to ensure that the organization has a clear picture of the vessel at all times.

Digital Twin  |  Repair / Refit  |  Operations



		









	SSI Learning
	
		
			SSI Learning
				SSI Learning is your hub for answers to any question you have about our software, technical challenges, or the future of shipbuilding.



		



	
			Nexus
				SSI Nexus is a community for users, creators, & implementers of SSI software.



		
	SSI Certified Training
				SSI Certified Training allows SSI users to access detailed training exercises, materials, courses, and certifications.



		
	SSI Blogs
				The SSI blogs are your place to get insights from our CEO into the intersection of shipbuilding and technology, see how shipbuilding is moving forward, and keep up with SSI news.

Lighthouse  |  Waveform  |  Shipbuilding Solutions



		









	Products
	
		
			Products
				Shipbuilding’s unique challenges require solutions that were developed specifically with shipbuilding in mind.



		



	
			ShipConstructor
				A complete line of solutions for the design, engineering, and construction of ships and offshore projects.



		
	EnterprisePlatform
				Tools to connect and share data across every system in the shipyard and make information available.



		
	ShipbuildingPLM
				The only truly shipbuilding-specific product lifecycle management (PLM) platform.



		









	Resources
	
		
			Resources
				Your hub for everything shipbuilding and SSI. You can get access to technical support, updates and downloads, demos, videos, case studies, articles, papers, and more.



		



	
			Resource Center
				Find answers to your shipbuilding challenges through insights, case studies, eBooks, webinars, and more.

Presentations | eBooks  |  Case Studies  |  Demos & Videos  |  Diagrams  |  Articles & Papers



		
	Get a Trial
				Already sold? Get access to a trial of our solution.



		
	Technical Support
				Have a problem? Our technical support team is ready to help.



		
	Releases, Updates, & Downloads
				See what’s new and access current and past releases of SSI software.



		
	PLM ROI Assessment
				

This 2-minute assessment can help your shipyard identify inefficiencies and improve ROI.







		
	Digital Shipbuilding Innovation Assessment
				Quickly get a snapshot of your organization’s digital innovation through a 2-minute assessment.



		









	About Us
	
		
			About Us
				We make it easy to solve shipbuilding’s biggest problems, empower shipbuilders with the tools they need, and give organizations the freedom to focus on shipbuilding. That’s why SSI is the shipbuilder’s solution. Learn more about our company, contact us, or join our team.



		



	
			Company
				Learn more about SSI and our leadership.



		
	Locations & Contact
				You need a partner with a global presence.



		
	News
				The latest on SSI and shipbuilding.



		
	Events
				Join us at our next event, conference, or trade show.



		



	
			Engineering Industries eXcellence
				Learn more about our Platform and Development Partners.



		
	Clients
				See the industry leaders who trust SSI.



		
	Careers
				Help us make the business of shipbuilding possible.
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              The information you need when you need it, right at your fingertips.            
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» SSI Learning  

  
    

  
    SSI Learning is your hub for answers to any question you have about our software, technical challenges, or the future of shipbuilding. Either through certified training, self-guided lessons, an extensive knowledge base, or community discussion, SSI Learning provides you with the resources you need.
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                    Nexus

        

        

        SSI Nexus is the place where users, creators, and implementers of SSI software get together. Here they discuss best practices and industry trends, tackle common challenges, gain access to the latest software, and provide input into the future of the products that bring them together.


        Learn More
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                    SSI Certified Training

        

        

        SSI Certified Training on Nexus is where SSI users can access detailed training exercises, materials, courses, and certifications. The self-directed training curriculum ensures that training happens on your schedule and when it is needed most.


        Learn More
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                    Blogs

        

        

        The SSI blogs are your place to get insights into the intersection of shipbuilding and technology, how our industry is moving forward, and keep up with SSI news. It’s the only place to read the latest from Denis Morais, SSI CEO, and our Solution Specialists.


        Learn More

      

    

            

              

      









Training for Individuals




If you’re a looking for a new career in shipbuilding, you need something to distinguish yourself. A certification of your proficiency in ShipConstructor software will help you stand out from the crowd and is a trusted indicator in the shipbuilding industry.





Get Started














Training for Companies




Boost productivity and aid hiring. You want your staff to be as productive as possible. Certifications from SSI allow you to quickly find out who is qualified for a job and determine the best people to promote. SSI Clients with subscription get access to all SSI Certified Traning resources.





Learn More














Training for Academic Institutions 




Help your graduates succeed. Either through a prepackaged curriculum or as part of a larger course, SSI Learning resources add real-world applicable training and experience to naval architecture and marine engineering programs. For more information or to get started, connect with SSI through the Trial Request form.





Get Started
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